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thanks to this new trend, we’re already starting
to see various gaming items that offer an
entirely new multiplayer experience. the
aforementioned max payne 3 game and various
game collections on the xbox one will have their
own game servers, and modern games like forza
horizon, gta, l.a. noire, and call of duty: ghosts
have been optimized for online play. of course,
there is a small chance the multiplayer-free
games will be forgotten in the end, but there’s
no doubt that rainbow six: vegas 2, assassin’s
creed iv: black flag, and sleeping dogs are all
excellent games that will be missed. the latter is
a notable exception to the trend, as the game
was released on multiple platforms but saw
online play removed from the wii u version.
sleeping dogs also features an incredibly
entertaining story mode that is worth playing all
by itself. and with batman: arkham origins,
batman: arkham asylum, uncharted 3: drake's
deception, and other multi-platform games,
we’re already seeing some of the first multi-
platform games in a while. however, with the
rise of big-budget triple-a games like battlefield
4 and assassin's creed iv: black flag, the overall
quality of multiplayer games is likely to improve
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over the coming years.
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i believe the first time i played splinter cell:
convictions multiplayer mode was on lan, and i

was shocked that the maps, characters, and
story all worked so well together. and then i

played it again on the pc server, and it was just
another fun, gun-blasting deathmatch. maybe
its just me, but i love the fact that i can play
splinter cell: conviction multiplayer without

downloading a copy of the game. splinter cell:
convictions multiplayer isnt your typical "kill the
other guy" deathmatch experience. you still do
have to kill the other guy, but you also have to
use a system of teamwork and strategy to win

matches. all of the splinter cell games
multiplayer modes have been a blast, but

convictions multiplayer is one of my personal
favorites. its the more cooperative experience of
all the games, and it still has all the hard-hitting

action of any splinter cell game. its hard to
believe this game is over a decade old, but its
not. splinter cell: conviction took a lot of risks
with its multiplayer mode, and it paid off in
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spades. with a team of eight, i once again
played through the story as sam fisher, along

with eight other players who could switch
between the roles of splinter cell, chaos, and

splinter cell: conviction. if you like to play with
the gadgets, it can be a blast, too. before the
game hit the shelves, splinter cell: conviction

multiplayer was added to the games multiplayer
menu, but it wasnt complete. were then told

that the multiplayer wasnt coming out on the pc
and that convictions multiplayer wasnt even
complete. since convictions multiplayer was
delayed, we asked for a refund. when splash

damage went bankrupt and was shut down, the
conviction multiplayer was never released.

because of this, conviction multiplayer is still
not officially supported by the game.
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